For the last three months I have been zigzagging across South Africa and
Swaziland, visiting and working with different organizations doing both
social clown and circus work. The programs I've visited have varied
tremendously as has my involvement in their work. I have seen many
different sides of South Africa and met many different people. At times it
has been mind-boggling, but mostly it has been exhilarating.
In Durban I spent some time with The African Dream Circus (ADC).
Financially supported by Cirque du Monde, and organized by Dumisani
Rhadebe, it is part of a larger NGO called Sinani/Program for Survivors
of Violence which aims to break the cycle of violence in disadvantaged
communities around Durban through various programs. The ADC has six
original members trained by Cirque du Monde instructors in juggling,
trapeze, stilt walking, tumbling, and unicycling. These original members
are now active in the training of nine new youth members and the running
of two outreach programs for younger children in the townships around
Durban. They earn money by performing at corporate gigs.

From Shobi: One evening while searching the Internet to
see what clowns are doing around the world (one of my
jobs as Editor of this Newsletter), I ran across a Bowdoin
College (that's in Brunswick, Maine) Newspaper article
about Selena McMahan who won a Fellowship for
Clowning Across Borders. I contacted the college
newspaper editor and asked to be put in touch with Selena.

During my stay in Durban I attended the youth training sessions participating in their circus exercises and leading them in clown games. I
went to the casino and racetrack to see ADC members perform, attended
two meetings with a principal and a village chief to discuss the implementation of a new outreach program for kids, and helped out with the existing
outreach programs.

Selena has a background in theater, dance, and performance clown. Her undergraduate degree was a
"Self-Designed Major in Visual and Performing Arts." She
has studied clown with Moshe Cohen/Mr. YooW oo, the
NY Goofs, and Pochinko techniques with John Turner.

From Selena McMahan
I'm a young clown (22 years old), and the recipient of a
W atson Fellowship. This fellowship is meant to provide
young graduates with the opportunity to travel for a year
around a specific theme. My project is called "Contemporary Clown Circuit: Performance Across Borders." I am
spending the year visiting and working with organizations
that do humanitarian circus and clown work. Shobi invited
me to write reports of my travels for the newsletter, so here
goes . . .

My experience working with the ADC was really wonderful; they went out
of their way to welcome me in. I was struck by the strong sense of
community, support, inclusion and success that the project fosters in all its
participants. This was my introduction to South Africa and I learned a ton
about race relationships, Zulu culture, and South Africa in my first week
and half.
My biggest shock was helping out with outreach programs in the
townships. Driving down the highway on the way there with Dumisani and
for the first time, seeing the township shacks - made from corrugated
metal, small, and tightly packed, covering the hills along the road, looking
like organized garbage sculpture - I was so struck by my gut feeling, I had
a very clear instinct to recoil and not go there - like when you know that
something is horrible and so you just don't want to have to see it. You have
the curiosity to see it, but the fear of what it will be like to know it. But
then I relaxed and went for it.
Of all the poor areas I've been to in South Africa, that first community was
by far the most disadvantaged. People lived in shacks. A lot of them didn't
have healthy food to eat. The children were really dirty and all of their
clothes had big holes. There were piles of garbage burning on the roads.
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But still the children there were just children. They were a
delight to work with, and after spending two afternoons
there - where extreme poverty is the norm and yet people are
smiling and the kids are playing the same as any kids I've
ever played with, it felt normal to me. I had never seen such
poverty for so many people before. It was a relief to
embrace something I'm afraid of, especially knowing that so
many people around the world live in a similar condition of
poverty. The wealth at the hostel, where I was staying, felt
absurd and embarrassing. This rapid shift between a world
of poverty and world of wealth is something that I've
experienced over and over in South Africa, but definitely
haven't been able to and won’t ever get used to.
Moving on to Cape Town I stopped at a little rural beach
village in the Transkei on the Indian Ocean (40 min on a
bumpy dirt road ride from the main road). There was no
electricity and no running water at the hostel. W e drank
filtered rainwater and showered in ocean water. But then I
met a German clown, Yvonne, at the hostel. The two of us
decided to try improvising.
W e worked so well together that we decided to make a little
show for the school kids. W hen we went to speak with the
school teacher in her rondavel – a round thatched hut, she
happened to have an acquaintance from San Francisco
visiting who had brought a huge bag of donated puppets. So
chance had it that Yvonne and I did a puppet show at the
local school. It included some educational material, a lot of
joking, and teaching the kids one by one how to use the
puppets. W e also did a clown show on the beach for the
village (and the cows). These shows felt extremely special
because they were outside of an established program; they
required more initiative on our part and as a result felt more
meaningful to me than most other shows I've done since.
In Cape Town, I spent a week with The Zip Zap Circus.
Laurence Esteve and Brent Van Rensberg have structured
Zip Zap to function like a family with kids of different ages
teaching and watching out for each other. There are about 50
kids from all socioeconomic and racial backgrounds
involved at a time. Some of the first Zip Zap kids now work
as paid trainers. After spending two weeks in much poorer
areas of South Africa, I was stunned by Zip Zap's permanent
space and the quantity and quality of equipment, costumes,
vehicles, and office space. I went to the rehearsals for the
kids, the trainers' rehearsals, and one of their shows at a
local school. The circus is undeniably a huge success, both
for its members and as a beautiful example of the "new
South Africa." Due to its high professional level and flashy
equipment, however, it lacked the feeling of accessibility
and grassroots work that I so enjoyed with the African
Dream Circus.
Through my contact with Zip Zap and the African Dream
Circus, I was lucky to have the opportunity to attend the
Cirque du Monde Training for Trainers Course in August.
This week long course taught by a Canadian Circus
instructor and an Italian social worker examined all aspects
of being a social circus instructor through learning and
playing games, having structured discussions, and observing
each other teach. W e split into three teams and each of our
teams taught a different group of street kids for an afternoon
while the other course members observed. I learned so much
about teaching kids from sensitive backgrounds, how to

structure a good class, and how to teach in a team. I also got to work with
instructors from most social circus programs in Africa.
Another week in Cape Town I meet with the UPliftment Project (UP).
Nicki Jackman started the program less than two years ago after being
inspired to try care clowning at a local hospital. She is an incredible,
exuberant and energetic woman who claps her hands a lot. It was
wonderful for me to meet a strong woman running a successful project like
this one. W hile visiting with the UP, I went to three different hospitals on
clowning visits.
This was my first experience hospital clowning and it was an incredible,
touching, and intense experience. Care clowning is very different from
performance clowning; it is more about simply play, lightness, and
connecting with each individual one at a time. Going into a hospital as a
care clown, I really felt like a true living clown -- the outsider who can be
silly and totally transform a very serious and sad environment just by
being there. Rewarding as it was, I also found it heart-wrenching to play
with kids who live for extended periods of time in the hospital and realize
that no one else is playing with them and that they are sorely neglected.
After my stay in Cape Town, I flew to Johannesburg to start rehearsing
with Clowns Without Borders. Three other clowns - Jamie Lachman (born
in South Africa, raised in America) (program director), Esther Haddad
(Belgium), and Tim Cunningham (American) - were members of this trip.
They included me as a full, though "junior," member of the trip. W e spent
a week putting a show together in Johannesburg and hit the road.

Over the course of five weeks we performed 43 shows for a total of over
15,000 people. Our show was made by connecting a number of different
bits: trying to outwit each other for a newspaper, a funeral for a bopped
balloon, an imaginary ball routine, a silly dance, lots of music, magic
routines, and classes.
At each place we visited we were hosted by a local humanitarian
organization. Mostly we performed at schools though some shows were at
community centers or in the street. W e performed for rapt audiences of
100's of kids, all of them exploding with laughter at the same time. It was
like no performing I have ever done before. It's the kind of audience that
I know it feels amazing to be in - when you totally lose control of your
laughter. After the shows the kids would follow us, craving our attention
and swarming us to get a hand shake, a smile, a hug, even an autograph!
W e would keep playing, improvising, singing songs, doing call and
response games, doing magic, dancing with them, and just being silly.
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Above: Selena (waving papers), below her are Perry Daniel, Tim Cunningham, and Jamie Lachman. They are with Project Njabulo (Zulu
word for "Joy") in South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland - A Three Year Intervention Program focused on providing psychosocial support to
children affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic and poverty.
After a lot of our shows the kids do traditional song with dance for
us in return for our performance. Often that's the nicest part of the
show for us - the joint feeling of appreciation that they feel the
need to perform something for us in return - little tiny kids dancing
with bigger kids, and it’s gorgeous.
The hardest part of the work for me was to connect with a school,
or an individual kid, and then have to leave right away. So many of
the kids ask when we are coming back and it is heart-wrenching to
leave each place so quickly, often without any kind of proper
goodbye, not knowing if I will ever come back. At two places we
did weeklong workshops. It was really special to work with the
same kids for an extended period of time and feel that I had a more
lasting impact on their lives.
The three shows that were the most special for me were our
smallest shows. One was at a drop-in center for street kids, at
another kind of drop-in center for families, and at a show at a
Buddhist retreat center where we stayed, to thank the staff. It's
beautiful to share an intimate show like that and really see each
individual that you're touching.
The more time we spend traveling around the more I realize how
much suffering these African children are going through. There are
so many parents dying of AIDS (the statistics are mind-boggling)
and there is so much poverty. The schools are poor - no electricity,
dirty outdoor toilets, broken windows. Some kids can't afford a
school uniform and they have to go to a community center to get
a meal.
W e are working through a lot of organizations that help kids run
households (like a 15-year-old taking care of three younger
siblings) with housing, school fees, food, and so on. Some of the
organizations have family foster care for orphans, but the trend is
more towards helping them stay in their own community. So the
kids really have a lot of sadness at home. Our impression of them
during and after the shows - laughing, running, jumping, smiling,
just totally bubbling - is very one-sided. W e don't see what it's like
before we get there and after we leave.
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I feel that our performances and visits accomplished two major
things. W e provided emotional relief through humor and lightness
to communities that are suffering due to poverty and HIV; and in
a country that still has extremely stressed race relations, we
provided rural black South Africans with an example of silly, open,
and approachable white adults. Our audiences have been almost
entirely black kids in poor rural areas and they have never seen
anything like us. To see white adults crying hysterically over a
ripped newspaper or popped balloon is huge. To have us give them
so much attention and play with them is also in itself huge. So far,
my work with Clowns Without Borders has been all in all, the most
rewarding of the work I've done.
Last week I got to visit with the hospital clowns here in
Johannesburg who work with the Theodora Foundation. I
participated a bit less and got to watch what they were doing more.
It was really interesting to see the differences between their care
clowning and the UPliftement Project clowning. The doctor
clowns with the Theodora Foundation had a lot of set magic
routines and jokes. The UPliftement clowns rely on playful
interaction with individual kids -- singing songs, dancing, and
developing games. They spent more time in each hospital ward.
The Theodora Foundation clowns all had decorated white jackets
and bags with tricks in them. The UP clowns wore their own silly
clothes.
Like I said, these visits were my first experience with hospital
clowning. I was struck that pretty much all of the people I observed
used a voice similar to their own pedestrian voice. I haven't seen
any hospital clowns that use very different character voices.
However, I would imagine that here in South Africa, where there
is not a tradition of clowning, it is more appropriate for hospital
clowns to be closer to everyday people.
Last week I also went to visit another W atson Fellow who is
working with pediatric HIV/AIDS programs in Botswana. I was
able to go to a hospital with him as a visitor and not as a clown and
to meet a number of young American med-students working as
doctors there. I was so struck by the level of exhaustion of the
doctors, nurses, and family members in the over-crowded and
under-staffed hospital. So many people are dying every day in this
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part of the world. As a result of HIV/AIDS and poverty, many
children have lost their parents and violence is high.
Being able to observe a hospital without clowns certainly made my
experience of the effect that clowns have on a hospital all the more
striking. I imagine that if I could visit some of the schools I've
performed at with Clowns Without Borders incognito, I would also
be struck by the huge difference between a normal school day and
the times when we show up, full of play, and leading the whole
school in celebration.
The programs I've visited here see their work as providing relief
from suffering, poverty, HIV/AIDS, and South Africa's apartheid
history. None of these programs, except for a small Red Cross
clown group in Swaziland who do theatrical clown skits, directly
discusses these issues in their work. This is especially unfortunate
since the lack of discussion about HIV/AIDS is a major problem
in South Africa.
Circus training and clown work are received with enthusiasm here,
but they are foreign imported traditions. This has made me
especially curious to visit programs where clown and circus are
part of the local culture and to visit programs that incorporate
social messages into their work.
During the course of my travels in South Africa, issues of race and
class have constantly been at the forefront of my experience
whether working or simply traveling and living. I have learned a lot
about my own racial and class prejudices, and about the differences
between race here and in America.
Just today as I was driving through Soweto in Johannesburg with
the three other Clowns Without Borders, I was struck by how
comfortable I felt driving through what is supposed to be one of
the most dangerous areas in one of the most dangerous cities in the
world. I've learned how my silly dress, open and accepting attitude,
and lack of fear can totally compensate for the fact that I'm the only
white person in sight in many different situations.
The impact that the race and nationality of the leader of a project
has on the project itself has been striking. Language has also been
a major challenge that I had not anticipated. And I have missed
America more than I ever imagined I would. But I've gotten very
used to traveling and come to really like South Africa and all of its
intricacies.
I'm spending another month here with Clowns Without Borders and
then I'm moving on to visit some programs in Europe. I will write
again. Until then . . . . . . .
– Selena McMahan
. . . . . . since then Selena has gone on to study in Paris at the Ecole
Jacques Lecoq

Her blog is full of her trips, travels and wisdom
http://selenamcmahan.blogspot.com/

This is more update information on Selena McMahan - Clown
Published on More Intelligent Life
(http://moreintelligentlife.com)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE Q&A: SELENA McMAHAN, CLOW N
By Corbin Hiar
Created 07/21/2010 - 16:18
Selena McM ahan’s life as an international clown began when she
won the liberal-arts equivalent of an internship at Goldman Sachs:
the W atson Fellowship [1], a no-strings-attached $25,000 grant to
travel the world for a year pursuing, well, whatever. Soon after
graduating from Bowdoin College in the summer of 2005,
McM ahan used her award to tour nine countries on four
continents— putting on clown shows at every stop. (The W atson
may offer little in terms of future earning power, but every year it
gives some 40 students from America’s elite small colleges a
lifetime’s worth of stories.)
Her W atson year marked the beginning of what has become a
one-woman circus. Upon returning to N ew Y ork City, where
McMahan had lived before college, she began volunteering with
the American chapter of Clowns W ithout Borders (CW B).
McMahan’s first trip with the organisation was to the FEMA trailer
parks of hurricane-devastated New Orleans [2] in 2007. Most
recently, she took her clown show on tour in Ethiopia [3]. Shortly
after returning from CW B's annual meeting of international
chapters in Berlin, M cMahan spoke with More Intelligent Life
from her apartment in France, where she first studied the art of the
clown and where she lives now. W e discussed the perception and
politics of clowning around the world.
More Intelligent Life: Is there a difference between the way clowns
are viewed in America and Europe?
Selena McMahan: Clowning is something that is more respected in
European theatre traditionally. In the States, it’s starting to change
now. It didn’t used to be that way in the States. If you look at
Charlie Chaplin, "I Love Lucy"— there’s been huge clowns in the
US. But recently clowning has become more circus clown and
birthday clown— something not very valued or artistic. In Europe
that hasn’t happened, or not to the same extent.
MIL: You recently completed a two-year diploma programme in
physical theatre [4]. I get the sense that you do not have a very
high opinion of the amateur clowns one might find at a children’s
birthday party.
SM: Right. In America a lot of what’s happened with birthday
clowning is really big make-up that’s designed to be seen in a
circus tent of 7,000 people or more. People started dressing up like
clowns in a circus, but in a birthday party in someone’s living
room. A circus clown in a living room is scary. The make-up is not
meant for that environment. I think that’s why a lot of people are
afraid of clowns and we have a bad reputation now. It’s about
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finding a costume that goes with the clown suitable for that
environment.

think much more interesting, when it’s a collaboration between
local artists and foreign artists.

MIL: Like the blog that grew out of it, your W atson Fellowship
project was called the Contemporary Clown Circuit [5]. Can you
explain what that phrase means?

MIL: As you mentioned, CW B got started by bringing smiles to
refugee camps. It is also one of dozens of clown organisations
around the world helping to cheer up children in hospital. W here
else could you see a positive role for clowns in society?

SM: It felt to me that in this day and age the interesting place for
clowns is in a real-life setting. It’s not in the theatre. It’s not on
movies and TV. It’s in the world. The role of the clown is to be the
person who can question the authority, who can question the status
quo. That’s childlike but at the same time is extremely wise. By
this balance of being extremely naïve and wise but with a different
kind of logic, clowns have permission to do things that other
people never could. A typical example is that a court jester can
make fun of the king.
MIL: Can you give a contemporary example of clowns questioning
authority or satirising political power?
SM: To my mind this work is political. But the clown’s role is not
to effect concrete political change. It’s not like the clown can
overthrow the government or something like that. But the clown
can reveal things under the surface that are being ignored— can
make connections happen that are not happening.
Very often CW B gets access to places where other
[nongovernmental organisations] don’t. At a meeting I went to last
weekend, the French CW B were talking about their work in Burma
[6]. It’s a really strict political situation there, so you have to be
really careful about where you’re performing. Assemblies are not
really allowed. But for clown shows [the Burmese junta] make
these insane exceptions where 500 or 1,000 people, or more, gather
to watch a clown show. It’s one of the very, very few exceptions
where you can have huge gatherings, and the government approves
of it because, well, it’s a clown show. It completely destroys the
power structure while the play is going on. It’s a momentary
suspension of the status quo.
MIL: You’ve done shows in Brazilian favelas, South African
townships and in indigenous communities in M exico. Yet you are
a white girl from the Upper W est Side of New York City. Are the
race and class differences between you and your audiences difficult
to overcome?

SM: It would be pretty impressive if there were clowns working in
government, actually. The way that clowns are now seen in
hospitals— and taken seriously for their work— it would be
amazing if you had clowns doing similar work in government.
W hat a clown can bring to you somehow makes you healthier. The
fact that clowns have begun to gravitate towards areas where you
have pandemics, areas after natural disasters, is because there are
people that need healing through humour and the relationship you
can have with a clown.
MIL: Plenty of people might contend that there are already enough
clowns in government. W hy do you want to add more?
SM : Right. But the clowns that are in government don’t know that
they’re clowns. [Laughter] There’s a huge difference between
being conscious of making fun of yourself and everything around
you and not being conscious that you’re doing that. If there were
professional clowns whose job it was to give some perspective, I
think that could be really interesting and could possibly make
government more effective.
MIL: How are you still clowning around the world without the
financial support of the W atson Fellowship? How do other clowns
support themselves?
SM: I wasn’t for two years after the Louisiana trip. In CW B-USA
the artists are involved in the fundraising, but when you’re on the
trip you don’t pay anything. It’s a big debate because in the US it’s
becoming more and more difficult to make a living as an artist— or
more and more impossible. And in Europe it’s possible. That’s
why I’m here.
Click here [8] to learn more or to support Clowns W ithout Borders
~ CORBIN HIAR [9]

SM: Yes, and for me this is a really important issue. The history of
CW B [7] is very much the history of a European clown who went
to the Balkans and did a show in the refugee camps. So it started
with “I have a little extra time and some extra money. I’ll just go
and give my show that here in Spain I would charge for.” But
gradually over time the organisation and the mentality of
humanitarian work has been changing. Also the kind of crisis
situations where CW B works are more long-term. In Southern
Africa, where I’ve done a lot of work, it’s the HIV pandemic,
which is not where you just go and do a show for the refugee camp
in the hope that it’s going to be over soon. Also, in some refugee
camps it’s quite evident that they’re not short-term either. So the
organisation has been moving towards working in the same places
either repeatedly or long-term. It’s more of an exchange, and I
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